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OUR

MISSION
To care for cats in dire
need and give our less
fortunate feline friends
a warm, loving and
caring environment that
allows them to live out
their lives.
To attempt to find
loving homes for cats
and kittens that come
into our care.
To promote
responsible pet
ownership through
public education,
early spaying and
neutering programs
and promoting other
care programs.
The Foundation operates a
no-kill facility - euthanasia
as an option only when
the animal cannot enjoy a
reasonable quality of life.
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Alberta Charitable # 3101541
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It takes 450 lbs. of dry cat food, 75 cases of canned food and 800 lbs. of litter
PER MONTH to take care of the hundreds of stray, abandoned and unwanted cats
and kittens that The Hervey Foundation for Cats takes in at their facility each year.
Many of these animals find new homes – BUT – many fall into permanent care at
our facility.

• BABY FOOD (pref.chicken with broth)
• large scratching post
• cat litter deodorizer
• kitty condos
• TURBO SCRATCHERS
• GLAD garbage bags
• pinesol, PAPER TOWELS
• fabric softener, bleach
• Tide detergent (no lemon scent)
• JUMBO LITTER PANS
• bistro/food feeders
(Dog medium size)

• kitty toys
• CAT BEDS
• Chain link fence panels,
minimum 5 ft in height

• FRISKIES canned cat food
• dry cat food (IAMS please!)
• Gift cards Canadian Tire, Walmart
For purchasing pet & cleaning supplies

With costs of several thousands per month
the Foundation needs the support of the
caring public in carrying out it’s mission.

ALL DONATIONS WELCOME
CALL MARJORIE AT 780-963-4933

Financial donations may be made by mail, phone, paypal!

Donations may also be dropped off at City of Edmonton Animal Control at
12515 128 St. They are open 9:30 am-5:30 pm weekdays, 9:30 am-4:30 pm on Saturdays
and are closed Sundays and on Statutory Holidays. Please clearly mark your packages
Hervey Foundation. If you would like a tax receipt, please also attach your name, address,
and approximate value of the item. THANK YOU!
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a note from

Dear Supporters,
Welcome to the summer edition of the Mewsletter. It has been busy since
last we talked to you, so we will fill you in on what has been happening. We
helped organize the first ever Family Furball Fun cat show at the Elmwood
Community Center. This was to raise funds for The Edmonton Cat Fanciers
Club. The weather co-operated, so it was a beautiful day, and everyone
arrived bright and early to get set up for the event, unsure of how it would
go. We were so well received, and so many people attended! We had vendors
there as well as a breed display, groomers to assist with grooming needs,
and a concession. The Foundation had some kittens there for adoption,
and of course Pedro, one of our mascot cats, came along for the visit. The
whole event turned out to be a lot of fun, with a flea market table that didn’t
do too shabby, and a children’s section where the kids could do crafts. It
was a great success, especially for a first time event. We would very much
like to thank Ron Vivian for all his help with set up, arrangements, and just
helping out with everything we needed. He really stepped up to the front
and helped. I would also like to express my deepest appreciation for our
volunteer Tammy Francis, who came up with the idea of the fun show, and
all the effort she put in to help co-ordinate it -she even came up with the
name! We thank her for sharing her expertise with us.
On April 20, we were invited to join in The Prairie Regional Summit held at
the Delta South hotel. This summit meeting was all about cats and cat care.
It was truly a pleasure to listen to the speakers; Larry Evans CEO Petlynx
Corp, Dr. Elizabeth O’Brien DVM, and Bill Bruce from the City of Calgary. It
was so nice to listen to speakers who not only care about cats, but who are
truly informed about cats needs and requirements for care. I can not thank
them enough for inviting me to this summit! These people are so forward
thinking, and CAN, and WILL make a big difference in helping out our feline
friends
We were also kept busy with preparations for hosting our 9th Annual Dinner
and Silent Auction and what a night it was! Tammy Francis, volunteer and
co-ordinator for the Dinner and Silent Auction created a beautiful evening
for everyone! The decorations were beautiful, the volunteers were great,
and she just thought of everything to make it a wonderful evening! This was
our most successful year yet and it is all thanks to the many supporters who
came and joined us for the evening and also by many of you who could not
join us, but still donated an auction item. The items were great-from golf
bags to cordless drills to wonderful cat trees to spa baskets, jewelery-we
had it all! A very, very special thank you to Michael, our chef, who outdid
himself this year with an even more wonderful dinner than last year, Darcy,
who manages the curling club, for having things so well organized for us,
and the bartender, who was great. We look forward to doing this again
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next year at the Crestwood Curling Club. We had wonderful promotional
items donated to us from Iams/Eukanuba that helped make this event a
real success, along with all the cat treats that Purina supplied us with for
the firepit raffle, and to Hagen for their beautiful donations of shirts and
miscellaneous items that everyone just loved. We also want to thank Tammy
Francis for mc’ing and coordinating this event . She is the one that makes
this evening so much fun for all of us and we look forward to having her
back next year. But the key the wonderful success of this event was all of
you, our supporters, who participated and made this a wonderful evening!
This was our most financially successful Dinner and Silent Auction yet! I
want to thank all of you for this as this will help us carry on the lifesaving
work that we do with the cats and kittens. YOU, our supporters, are the
ones that make this happen. Thank you to all the volunteers that helped and
we look forward to seeing you next year at the Crestwood.
Once again, we want to extend our sincere gratitude to our volunteer, Bob
for all the pick ups and errands he runs for the Foundation-we can’t thank
you enough!
We don’t have a lot planned for the summer, just doing ongoing renovations
and caring for the animals, but ask that, while you are on vacation, that you
think of the cats in our care, or that are going to come into our care, as our
needs are ongoing, and we need your continued support to help care for
them. Have a great summer! If you have any comments or questions or
would just like to chat, never hesitate to call.
Sincerely,
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Cats in Crisis: Part 3

by

Marjorie Hervey

Stray or Feral?

W

elcome again to our special series on
Cats in Crisis. In this issue, we will be
discussing feral cats. We have talked
in the last two issues about irresponsible pet
ownership and how that irresponsibility puts cats
into crisis.
The most irresponsible pet owners are the ME
society. As stated before, these are the people
that only think of themselves, they have their
Blackberries and computers, and always seem to
have money for their pack of beer and McDonalds,
but never bother to get the cat fixed, and when it
goes into heat or starts spraying-out the door it
goes. We have told you about the irresponsible
university student that gets the free kitten
because she is homesick or lonely, and at the end
of the school season, they just leave it out on the
door step, assuming that it will fend for itself. This
scenario happens more often than you may think,
and not just with college students-many people
just move away and leave their cat out on the
door step, and as previously stated, while some of
these cats are lucky enough that someone takes
them in, many will wind up in shelters, others
die from the elements on the streets or fall prey
to predators. Others become feral, reproducing,
and creating feral populations, which leads to
problems for many-including the cats. It is this
case that we will focus on most in this article.
So-here is this cat that has trusted a human to
care for it, and then all of a sudden, one day, that
human is not there anymore, or has taken the
cat somewhere and dropped it off. The poor cat
does not know where it’s special food is, where
its special bed went, and does not see its human
anywhere that they trusted to take care of them.
It is frightened because it does not know where
it is, or why it’s human has not returned. The cat
stays for awhile where it was left, whether it be at
what once was it’s home or at the place where it
was dropped off, because it does not know what to
do in this situation it finds itself in. Finally, after
a period of time, hunger and thirst drive the cat
to start foraging for itself. Many cats do not know
how to hunt to feed themselves-while instinct
drives the cat to kill things that move, realizing
that prey is food is a learned behaviour. They may
4

go from neighbor to neighbor, where some may
choose to put out food and some may just put the
run on it. Others will try to forage for food where
they can, whether that be in the neighborhood
garbage cans, or preying on the birds at people’s
birdfeeders. Most of these cats end up dying
terrible deaths, but there are some that survive.
Over time, these stray cats lose more and more
contact with humans and begin to become fearful
and distrustful (can you blame them?) of humans.
Because these cats have been tossed out and left
like so much garbage by the Me society, they
are unfixed and now they are breeding. Think of
the female cat, who now has five other mouths
to feed, apart from herself, and who knows that
she does not have enough to eat and that many
of her kittens will not survive. The cats that do
survive this rough start in life come together to
form colonies. These colonies are often located
in the industrial areas, in many parts of the
cities; in junk yards and the cats live in the most
deplorable of conditions with hardly anything
to eat or drink. Many become sick, freeze, or die
of starvation, but enough survive to continue to
reproduce. Because initially, these cats’ trust was
betrayed by humans, and because of the loss of
contact from people, they become fearful and
so now what was a stray has now become feral,
and will teach its kittens to be fearful and hiss
and growl and run for protection. There are
many people out there that, out of decency and
compassion, go on a regular basis and feed these
colonies to care for these living beings, and some
of these people will live trap what they can and
have them fixed and returned to the colony.
These strays were once a member of a family who,
over time lost, its trust of humans, has gone back
to its natural instincts to survive, and now has
taught its kittens to be fearful of humans. What
do we do about this? The numbers have grown to
such a large proportion that many varied problems
are being caused, and now something has to
be done. And No! euthanasia is not the answer!
Though there are many who would leap to that
conclusion in our throw away, ME first, world,
where the value of life of any sort is held in such
low regard. There are many communities, cities,

and towns that have started up what is referred
to as a Trap, Neuter and Release program. Where
the cats in the colony are live trapped, fixed,
given vaccines and a dewormer and replaced in
the colony. The colony is provided with housing
for the cats, and volunteers go every day and feed
the cats and monitor them for health or for the
arrivals of new cats to the colony. These programs
have been proven to be very effective, in that the
breeding stops, and, eventually, the colony dies
out. It really does help with the overpopulation.
Society and the pet industry need to give cats a
higher priority, and we must work to change the
thoughts and attitudes of people towards these
wonderful creatures. Cats need to be given the
respect that they deserve. Cats can be, and are,
wonderful companion animals, and they deserve
better from society that what they are getting.
And to the “ME” society, who threw the cat out
or moved and left it behind in the first place, thus
causing the problem-these people will now be
looking at buying homes or condos, and, finally
we will be able to make them responsible for their
actions, because they are going to have to pay
taxes-taxes that are going to have to go towards
programs to help these poor creatures.
In closing, we are all responsible for this
situation. Every one of us that pretends this is
not going on, or ignores these poor cats are to
blame. If we choose not to be part of the solution,
we are part of the problem! While these cats
will not become pets again, they still need our
intervention to help them. I wish all irresponsible
cat owners could really see how these cats live
and die and then, maybe then, you would not
just think about yourselves. Remember-how we
treat our animals speaks volumes about what
kind of a society we are. There are many of you
out there that should be ashamed of yourselves
for the suffering you have caused these catsnot only the one you threw away but the ones
that you are responsible for these cats having,
because you couldn’t be bothered to get it fixed.
While the remedy for our existing feral cat
problem is available, the permanent solution is
RESPONSIBLE pet owners who alter and care for
their cats properly in the first place.
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Cat’s Prayer.....

I hope I’m not asking too much, Lord;
All I want is a home of my own, And to
know when my next meal is coming Instead
of the scraps I get thrown.
I’ve been out in the cold for so long now,
Just coping as best as I can; But it’s not
been so long I’ve forgotten
The touch of a soft caring hand.
I look in house windows at Christmas, As
cats doze by the fire, quite replete; How I’d
welcome a box in the kitchen, And tasty
food for me to eat.
For me there was tinsel and giftwrap, But
the fun didn’t last very long. They put me
outside with the rubbish; I still don’t know
what I did wrong.
I really don’t want to be greedy; At the
moment I’m all skin and bone, So would it
be too much to hope for That someone will
give me a home?
..........Author Unknown

Cat Psalms And More Cat Psalms
Dog Psalms And More Dog Psalms
(Four Texts of Prayers My Cats and Dogs Have Taught Me)

Four wonderful books for all of us who’s cats and
dogs have given us more than we can ever give them.
These books written by (1) Herbert Brokering a
pastor, writer, poet, pilgrimage guide and genuine
cat and dog lover who in his wisdom has managed to
link, as he thinks, the thoughts of cats and dogs, to
prayers by the human as they,(2) speak of their cat
and dog like nature to God. As Mr. Brokering says,
“Cats help me pray,” and in his companion books
about dogs he states (3) “ My relationship with dogs
mirrors my relationship with God .”
If you are interested in purchasing these books, they
are available locally through:

Universal Church Supplies Inc. 11105 - 102 Avenue
Edmonton Alberta T5K 2P4 (780) 429 -3153
Note: (1) Mini- biography of Mr. Brokering and (2) quotes taken directly from back cover of “Cat Psalms”,(3)
quote taken from the introduction to Dog Psalms. Please note: The Hervey Foundation does not receive any
funding from the sales of these books, but we are happy to recommend these books.
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We would like to extend a
warm welcome to Noreen
Sutherland!

She is the Hervey Foundation’s
Southern Alberta news
connection! Noreen is always
looking for rescue stories, cute
stories (does not always have to
be about cats), or other relevant
issues. If you have something to
share, please feel free to email her
at terra63@telus.net

a Prayer for
Animals
Hear our humble prayer,
O God, for our friends
the animals, especially for
animals who are suffering;
for animals that are
overworked, underfed
and cruelly treated;
for all wistful creatures
in captivity
that beat their wings
against bars;
for any that are hunted
or lost or deserted or
frightened or hungry; for all
that must be put death.
We entreat for them all
Thy mercy and pity,
and for those who deal
with them we
ask a heart of compassion
and gentle hands and
kindly words.
Make us, ourselves, to be
true friends to animals, and
so to share the blessings of
the merciful.
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How We Donate...

Full 50% Donated For every book sold through this website 50% of the sale price, or $4.99, is designated for donation. Each month we
choose 10 non profit organizations, and whatever funds we have to donate from sales for that month are divided evenly between them. We use
Paypal for these transactions to facilitate instant transfer of funds and for ease of record keeping. Public Records Record keeping is an
important aspect of being accountable to you, our readers. We are diligent in keeping track of how much goes where, and when, and we publish
that information here on this site and in our free monthly newsletter. These public records are updated each month. No Conditions When we
donate funds to a group, we do not stipulate or even suggest how the funds should be used. We leave that decision solely up to the discretion of
each individual organization, believing that they know better than anyone else how best to use whatever we can send them.

The people behind “10 top 10 Lists for Cat Lovers” have already donated twice to the Hervey Foundation!
To learn more about them, or to purchase this e-book, please visit www.cats.10top10lists.com
You will also be able to read the touching story of the kitty who inspired them to do this work!
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Fundraising THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

The Hervey Foundation for Cats can now accept donations via

www.canadahelps.org

This is beneficial to us, because Canada Helps has a slightly lower
transaction fee than paypal. It is beneficial to the donor because they
are sent an immediate PDF format tax receipt via email directly from
the Canada Helps website.
The button for donating through Canada Helps can be found on our
website www.herveycats.com.
However, we are extremely grateful for donations however they come,
and our Paypal account is still active for those who wish to send in
their donations via Paypal.

MorinvilleVeterinary Clinic

Cook book Fundraiser
Proceeds from the sale of these books is divided
between two very worthy causes: In support of
out MVC stray and Rescue fund.....improving the
lives of the stray’s and rescued animals that enter
through our doors. In support of Dr. N. Bruyere’s
Weekend to End Breast Cancer Walk

12 each

$

Cookbooks are available at the
MorinvilleVeterinary Clinic
9804-90 Avenue, Morinville, AB
T8R 1K7 • 780-939-3133
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Thank you to Morinville vet
clinic for their loving care
of our animals
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Adoption Success: Hervey kitties find wonderful new homes
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Hervey the lucky black cat!

Charity #899091128RR0001. Alberta Charity Organization #3101541.
In accordance with regulations imposed by the Province of Alberta, we are required to inform you of the following: Estimated proceeds - $5,000.00, Estimated costs - $2,080.00,
Government taxes, fees & other levies - $520.00. Total estimated costs - $2,600.00, Estimated net proceeds - $2,400.00.
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Family Furball Fun Day

Some photos from

FAMILY FURBALL FUN DAY
March 20, 2010

Our lovely new signage!

Our table
A few kitties looking for
homes were on hand!

the next

FAMILY FURBALL FUN DAY IS
SEPTEMBER 11, 2010!
News & Events
Looking for OLD issues of the MEWSletter?

You can easily download the most current as well as past issues from our website
www.herveycats.com

Did you know?

You can be one of the first to know when our website is updated, by signing up with a free
service called “Change Detection”/www.changedetection.com

Feline Book Reviews

Have you read a good book on cats (any type-fiction, non fiction, children, adults, etc)
Please send a brief review with us at www.info@herveycats.com so we can pass it on to
other feline fanciers in upcoming Mewsletters!

Tell us About YOUR Cat!

If anyone has pictures or stories of their adopted kitties that they
would like to share in upcoming Mewsletters, please send to
info@herveycats.com We’d love to have them!

Mark your Calendars!

Edmonton Cat Fanciers Family Furball Fun Day
Cat ShowSeptember 11th, 2010 at Elmwood Community Hall
16415-83 Ave NW Edmonton Alberta
$2/adult/seniors, $0.50/child under 12 yrs
10

A very special
thank you to the
Alberta
provincial
government for
presenting us with
the Community
Spirit Grant
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Fun
cat
facts!
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! Newborn kittens are deaf as well as blind, so the vibrations from the
mother cat’s purring help direct them where to nurse.
! The domestic cat is the only cat species able to hold its tail 		
vertically while walking. All wild cats hold their tails horizontally
or tucked between their legs while walking.
! The average age for an indoor cat is 15 years, while the average age for
an outdoor cat is only 3 to 5 years.
! The most popular names for female cats in the U.S. are Missy,
Misty, Muffin, Patches, Fluffy, Tabitha, Tigger, Pumpkin and Samantha
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ARTRA ART SCHOOL : Susanne Lamoureux

Artist Seeking Attractive Felines
Are you a proud owner of a
beautiful cat?

d
e
t
n
a
W

My name is Susanne Lamoureux and I am seeking any
photos that you would like to share from which I can create drawings and paintings. The work I create from these
photos will decorate my handmade journals and cards.
A percentage of the sales of these will be donated to the
Hervey Foundation For Cats.
You can email any cat photos to smlamour@hotmail.com
or mail them to Susanne Lamoureux c/o Artra Art School
15607 - 100 A Ave. T5P 0L5. Any images received by
mail will be returned to the owner. If your cat is chosen
for a picture, in return for your generous sharing, I will
give a print of my work to you. For more information,
you may call me at (780) 443- 2462

Susanne Lamoureux is selling cards and reproductions to help raise money for the Hervey Foundation For Cats. Her cards
of her national winning piece “Sunday Morning Sunbeams” and People’s Choice Award of “Summer’s Final Moments”
are for sale and percentage of proceeds will be donated to the Hervey Foundation for Cats.. The unique feature of these
cards is that they also fit into frame and can be displayed around your home. The cards are only $4.50 each plus shipping
and handling fee. The reproduction of the above fits perfectly in a 16x20 frame and are $45.00 plus shipping and handling
cost. It is a great way to have art in your home while supporting the Hervey Foundation For Cats.

For more information email Susanne at susanne@lamorearts.com

the ARTRA Art School
15607 - 100A Ave., Edmonton, AB T5P 0L5
Phone: (780) 443 - 2462

www.lamorearts.com
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Susanne will also be attending the Edmonton Art Walk
in July-from Friday the 9th until Sunday the 11th. She
will be located near th Farmer’s Market, so if you’d
like to purchase cards, or just come meet in person,
one of the artists who does so much for the Herve
Foundation, feel free to stop by!
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Lucy the Elephant
On April 5 we had the pleasure once again of joining Lucy at the Valley Zoo while she
painted one of her wonderful masterpieces for our annual silent auction fund raiser.
I was joined by Hervey Foundation volunteer Bill Hamilton, and also by Tammy
Francis, Hervey Foundation volunteer and silent auction co-ordinator. We arrived at
one in the afternoon, and as it was such a beautiful day, it was time for Lucy to go on
her walk. We were glad to join her. She was scheduled to do the painting at 2 and so
we were back in time for that. This activity was so much fun with her. She decided
she wanted to do two paintings that day, so we were able to have our choice! After
her art session, it was time for her to play with her latest toy-an inner tube! for more
exercise, and then once again we went for a long walk and stayed with her while she
did the exercises that she needs to do three times a day to help her with her arthritis.
It was a fun day for us all and we thank the Valley Zoo once again for this privilege.

Lucy decided to do two
paintings so we could have
our pick! Shown here, L to

Lucy with her new toy-an inner tube!

R: Bill Hamilton, Hervey Foundation
Volunteer, Marjorie Hervey,
President/Founder of the Hervey
foundation for Cats, Lucy’s handler,
Maureen Anderson, Lucy the elephant,
and Tammy Francis, Hervey Foundation
volunteer & Silent Auction coordinator
Lucy exercising! She does specialized
workouts 3x/day to help her with
herarthritis.

to Rolf Hagen for
another generous
donation of
cat food!
Have items you wish to donate to the
Hervey Foundation for Cats? The City
of Edmonton Animal Control is also
graciously accepting donations for us!

Donations may be dropped off at the City of Edmonton Animal Control
at 12515 128 St. They are open 9:30 am- 5:30 pm weekdays, 9:30
am-4:30 pm on Saturdays and are closed Sundays and on Statutory
Holidays. Please clearly mark your packages Hervey Foundation. If
you would like a tax receipt, please also attach your name, address,
phone number and value of the donation.
13
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EDMONTON CAT FANCIERS CLUB

Just What Does
a Cat Club Do?
T

he Edmonton Cat Fanciers Club (ECFC) is well-known for
hosting its friendly, fun-filled cat shows each year, but in case
you didn’t know, there’s much more to the Club than just our shows.
The ECFC got its start back in 1962, when it was registered with the
Province of Alberta as a not-for-profit society.
Well before that, though, it had been founded as an affiliate of
the Calgary Cat Club. In 1979 ECFC joined The International Cat
Association (TICA) and in 1988, we had the proud distinction of being
the first Canadian club to host TICA’s international cat show and
awards presentation. As well as hosting cat shows for local, regional
and national cat fanciers, the club is active in community outreach.
Guiding our activities are some basic principles:

• Promoting the welfare of all cats
• Encouraging responsible pet ownership
• Providing general information on cats and referral
services for purchasing various breeds of cats
• Supporting the Hervey Foundation for Cats
• Keep abreast of changes and developments of
interest to cat fanciers
• Offer community educational presentations
• Taking part in pet-assisted therapy programs
in long-term care facilities
To support these principles, the Club makes several annual “public
appearances”. For instance, several of our members round up their
furry ambassadors a few times a year and bring cheer to seniors’
homes during recreational visits.
In this way, patients get the opportunity to connect with our most
friendly cats, which, as we already know, promotes relaxation. Whose
spirits don’t rise when faced with a warm lapful of cat and two liquid
eyes gazing upwards for affection?

Education is also an important mission for the Club. We’ve been
fortunate enough, at the invitation of the Hervey Foundation, to attend
Edmonton’s Pet Expo over the past few years. This January extravaganza
provides a terrific opportunity for the Club to promote the importance
of proper pet care,
including the allimportant rule of
spaying or neutering
pet cats. We also raise
much-needed funds
by selling cat toys and
other hand-made crafts.
Club members and an
assortment of purebred
cats and household
pets also make a twiceyearly appearance at the University of Alberta, as part of an instructional
session in companion animal studies. As part of a leading-edge course
called Companion Animals and Society, we present a panel of cats to
first-year animal science students, and talk about particular breeds.
These can include Maine coons, Persians, Siamese, ” hairless” cats, & of
course, Household Pets, many of whom are adopted from shelters like
the Hervey Foundation.
The lab lecture includes discussion of genetics, breed characteristics,
habits and care. Afterward, the students are invited to leave their seats,
visit with the cats, and ask supplemental questions of the club members.
The process enriches their field of study and deepens their appreciation
for the wondrous variety offered by the feline world.
The Club can also be found at the Bonnie Doon and Sherwood Park
malls a few times a year, displaying their beautiful companions and
selling cat toys and crafts. This provides a terrific opportunity to tell
people who we are as a club, and to again educate them about how to
care for and appreciate their own cats at home. We also offer advice
to anyone interested in showing their cats, as this can be a fun and
rewarding experience, and a great way to make new friends in the cat
fancy!
Most recently, the ECFC held its first Family Furball Funday. This funfilled day and Club fund-raiser featured cat displays, a flea market table, a
grooming table, an instant raffle, a craft corner for the kids, a concession
and lots of sales tables offering everything from cat toys to themed
greeting cards. Our next Furball Festival is set for Sept. 11, 2010 in the
Elmwood Community Hall in Edmonton, and we hope to see you there!
The ECFC is fortunate to have a dedicated core of volunteers, and
we always welcome new members as well. Becoming a club member
has some wonderful benefits. It’s a great way to share your passion
for cats with others who feel the same way, and to strike up some
lasting friendships. As we all know, sometimes our loved ones think
our enduring love of cats is a little weird, so it’s great to get together
with other cat-lovers who are just as committed to the cat fancy! It’s
also an active way to contribute to animal welfare and education, and
to broaden your own awareness of all that is feline. We’d be pleased to
welcome new members and their kitties.

To learn more, visit us at www.edmontoncat.ab.ca
Join us when you can and often! By Bev Betkowski, Director for the Edmonton Cat Fanciers Club
14
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A Message from Animal Services

Happy Cats are Indoor Cats
A

city is a hazardous place for the family cat. Left outside without supervision, cats will
roam, get lost, be trapped, catch diseases, poop in the neighbours garden, become
road kill or be eaten by coyotes. Make the responsible choice - keep cats safely indoors.
Cats that walk on city sidewalks or in“cat-friendly” neighbours’ yards are not violating
the City of Edmonton’s Cat Bylaw. But when a property owner objects to a cat in his yard,
a bylaw offence occurs. Citizens are allowed to trap cats that roam provided the animals
are promptly handed over to the City’s Animal Care and Control Centre.
The Animal Care and Control Centre sees more than 4,000 lost, stray or feral cats
admitted every year. Often they are injured, diseased or wild. The City’s Animal Control
and Cat bylaws are in place to help ensure pet owners are responsible and considerate.
Most of us don’t let our pets run loose. Do you?
We can all do a great deal to ensure Edmonton’s cat population is safe and healthy. Keep
cats indoors and supervise them when out-of-doors. Ensure they are spayed and neutered,
and vaccinate for disease. And get a pet licence, so kitty can get home safety if she does
get lost.
For more information contact the City Call Centre at 311 or visit www.edmonton.ca.
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K9 KORRUPTION
There are basic rules you need to follow
when you own an aggressive dog. These
rules are for the safety of your family and
the public. This handout is for the purpose
of safety and will not help solve your pets
aggression issues.

What is aggression?
Dog will show a number of different body
postures when displaying aggressive
behavior. The more serious forms are:
• Growling
• Snapping (without making contact)
• Biting (every level of pressure and may
		 or may not include a puncture)
• Baring teeth
The above body language is a normal part of
dogs communicating but can be dangerous
to humans. Any growling, snapping, biting
and baring teeth towards a human should
be taken seriously. If your dog is displaying
any of the above contact a qualified
professional.
*** Remember: Neither the Canadian Government nor
any Provincial jurisdiction regulates the conduct or
skill of Animals trainers or behaviorists. The Alberta
Veterinarian Medical Associations (AVMA) only recognizes
Animal Behaviorist who are veterinarians and how are
board certified by American College of Veterinarian
Behavior (AVCB) as animal behaviorists. ***

How to Find
A Qualified
Professional:
Where did the trainer learn how to deal
with dogs with aggression? (The length
that a person has been training dog does
not only qualify them)
What type of training tools are used when
training? (You need to make sure you are
comfortable with how they are going to
train your dog, if you are not find some else)
Do they ‘guarantee’ to cure your dog’s
aggression (Aggression can not be cured,
only managed and modified. No one will
know completely how a dog will react to
training.)
Do they have references from other
trainers, and clients?
Does the trainer seem frustrated or upset
when you ask these questions? (A good
trainer should be willing to answer any
question you have.)
Contact more then one trainer, vet, and
animal behaviorist to compare them.

Basic Safety
Contact a qualified professional
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immediately. If you do not have the
training to deal with a dog that is
aggressive you can cause your dogs
aggression to get worse.
Have your vet completely examine your
dog; this may include blood testing to make
sure there is no medical reason for the
aggression. A large number of dogs have
some type of medical problem that may not
be showing any other obvious symptoms.
Do not subject your dog to situations you
know cause your dog to aggress.

Dogs that are
Aggressive to People:
• Have a muzzle on your dog when
		 ever they are in the presents of people
`		 that do not live in your home. If the
		 muzzle is fitted correctly, it will 		
		 prevent the dog from biting.
• Do not threaten your dog in anyway
		 during or after the aggression has
		 occurred. This is most likely to 		
cause your dog to increase the level
		 aggression.
• Have you dog on leash when public
		 is present. You are liable for what your
		 dog does, and if you know your dog
		 can be aggression you can sued.
• If your dog is possessive aggression
		 (guard’s food or other objects) do
		 not let your dog have access to this
		 objects, and feed your dog in safe 		
		 area such as a separate room.

Dogs that are
Aggression to Dogs:
Do not take your dog to an off leash dog
park. Do not continue to bring your dog
around other dogs that he/she is showing
aggression to. This will only increase the
aggression.
Here at K9 Korruption, we believe that
when you are working with your dog(s)
it should be fun for both the dog and the
handler, so always remember keep it fun!
Or, as we say-Fun for all 4`s!

Dan Roufosse
K9 Korruption Dog Sports
www.k9korruption.com
k9korruption@gmail.com
780.850.3521

News and Upcoming Events

K9 Korruption
Dog Sports & Training Club
Summer 2010

Over the winter our members have been working hard
and fundraising to order new equipment and repair old or
damaged equipment. We are happy to report that on May 1,
2010 K9 Korruption will be opening the gates to our new
training area located within the Elmwood Community area,
just about 5 minutes drive from West Edmonton Mall. We
will be having agility drop in weekly, being held on weekday
evenings, and weekends, and will also have drop in times
for obedience, disc dogs, play groups, private agility time
and prep work for CGN tests to be held in later summer
within the same area. This great new space is grassed, with
the added use of a paved area to work on other related dog
training that does not require the dog to jump or run.
K9 Korruption members will be teaching new classes
starting in June 2010. We are happy to have a puppy class
as well as beginner agility classes starting this summer
in Edmonton. For class information, please visit www.
k9korruption.com
Upcoming K9 Korruption Demos:
• July 1, 2010 - Canada Day Celebrations at the 		
Alberta Legislature Ground – Edmonton Alberta
• July 2– 4 -Focus on 4H Event
K9 Korruption is now booking demo dates for 2010 and
2011! If you would like to have some K9 fun added to
your event, please contact Dan Roufosse at 780.850.3521
or visit www.k9korruption.com
There is no event too big or too small
for our dogs to play. Please note: all K9
Korruption demos are open to any event
and not limited to just dog/pet events-we
like people too, and are kid friendly!
K9 Korruption is happy to announce that two of our clubs dogs
and Handlers will be attending the 2010 Agility Association of
Canada’s Alberta and NWT Regional Championships Trial on
June 18th – 20th,2010. Good luck to Tater (Smooth Collie)
being handled by Savanna Garries at the age of 13 and X-Stream
(Sheltie) being handled by Dan Roufosse.
We would like to wish all of our members good luck this year
while attending trials in and around Alberta!
We are looking forward to this summer and hope to see you out at
our demos, events or classes and please remember: When it comes
to your pets, keep it fun for all 4`s. Keep it safe and fun and always
end all training on a positive side for you and your K9 friend.
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Who is K9 Korruption?
K9 Korruption competes in
many dog sports including Disc
Dog, Agility, and Flyball within
Alberta
and
around Canada.
Our team consists
of an array of dogs
of various breeds,
sizes, ages, and
aptitudes. Several
of the dogs in
K9 Korruption
s t a r t e d
their life journey in
need of forever homes
at
local animal shelters or rescue
societies around Alberta, and
found their way into our hearts
and on to our team. These dogs
now compete at top levels and
hold multiple titles in numerous
sports. K9 Korruption came to

K9 fun
at PET
EXPO!
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fruition when several dedicated
and loving dog guardians united
with a vision of launching a dog
sports team whose philosophy
centered upon facilitating
family-friendly experiences
in
an
encouraging
and
constructive
environment
that
fostered
joviality
and progression for
both humans and their
loyal companions. Dogs
and friends have been
seen in various places this past
spring and summer at many
animal fundraising events,
including Avenue Goes To The
Dogs and Pets In The Park. K9
Korruption was also asked by
the Government of Alberta to be
a part of the Canada Day event at

the legislative grounds with our
dogs. If you are an Edmonton
Eskimos fan then you may
have seen our disc dogs back
in August, performing on the
field during the Saskatchewan
Roughriders game.

What Is Disc Dog?
The sport now known as disc dog
has grown to international status
with hundreds of competitions
taking place on a variety of
levels in countries around the
world. Contemporary disc dog
events range from long distance
throwing and breath-taking
jumps to precisely directed
orientation and meticulously
choreographed routines between
dogs and humans. The canine

competition
offers
distinct
divisions for competitors of
different size, age and skill level.
Disc dog competitions are an
exciting and enjoyable experience
for dogs, competitors, families and
spectators. Unlike so many other
organized sports, disc dog events
promote the development of selfesteem, confidence, inclusivity,
communication and friendly
competition in a communityminded, positive atmosphere.
Everyone wants both the dogs
and the handlers to do well and
succeed at meeting or exceeding
their goals. K9 Korruption disc
trials are sanctioned through
Take Flight Disc Dog Association
(TFDDA), which authorizes and
regulates all Alberta disc trial
events.
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FUNDRAISING
The Foundation requires funds on an ongoing basis. Throughout the year we partner with selected
groups to raise funds to help us help the kitties. Please assist us in any way you can. If you or
someone you know can help us out with fund raising opportunities – both on an ongoing basis
and helping with our renovations on the Sanctuary – please contact Marjorie @ 780-963-4933.
BOTTLES may be dropped off to Carmen at Home grown Foods in Stony Plain.
The bottles are recycled and the funds donated to us.
For those of you who purchase your fuel at HUSKY OR MOHAWK STATIONS, we have cards available to use with every purchase, and 2% of
the purchase price will be donated to the Hervey Foundation. Please contact us to get your card today!
CANADIAN TIRE MONEY The Foundation purchases cleaning supplies, garbage bags and other essentials on an on-going basis. If you wish to
help us out with these supplies, send your Canadian Tire Money to Box 12 Site 200 RR2, Stony Plain, AB T7Z 1X2.

Fundraise for the Hervey Kitties while shopping online!
YOU can raise money for the Foundation while doing your normal online shopping!
Please visit our website www.herveycats.com and go to the ‘Donations’ page. By simply
clicking on the banner you find there, you will be taken to a site where you can select The Hervey
Foundation for Cat as your chosen charity to support.
Then just shop at the many stores on the site, and,through Shop and Share’s affiliate program, the
Foundation will receive a percentage.
Shopping and helping the kitties too! Now that’s multitasking!

ALL DONATIONS WELCOME • CALL MARJORIE : 780-963-4933
SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY (continued on next page)

MORINVILLE
VETERINARY CLINIC
Providing in-clinic and house call services
for Dogs, Cats & other household pets
• Wellness Clinic
• Medical Clinic
• Pet Lodge and Boarding
• Grooming Facility
• Pet Nutrition & Supplies

9804 - 90 Avenue, Morinville

780-939-3133

The Valley Zoo Development
Society office is located right
inside the Valley Zoo (Buena
Vista Road and 134 Street
Edmonton, Alberta). Office
Hours are 8:30am - 4:00pm
Monday to Friday. Please contact
the Valley Zoo Development
Society By Mail: Box 2359
Edmonton, AB T5J 2R7
By Phone: 780 496-6924
Email: vzds@telusplanet.net
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SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

Tranquil Fountain • Fireplace • Kitty Gym • Sundeck & Playground
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DONATIONS
Our Main Source of funds is you our supporters

Don’t forget its TAX DEDUCTIBLE!

Share the Care Program
One of the ways YOU can help us care for the cats is through our Share the Care Program. Through
this program you can help to feed, care and house these that, through health or other issues are
un-adoptable. These animals live in a home like environment at our facility. Please consider a
single lump sum or monthly donations. All are gratefully accepted!
The Foundation is powered by volunteers only-there are no paid employees of the
Foundation, nor do the owners/directors of the Foundation receive remuneration
whatsoever - all funds are used for the care of the animals and operation of the Sanctuary.

You can have the opportunity to help out these
cats as follows:
$10........a month feeds a cat
$20........a month feeds and houses a cat
$30........a month feeds, houses and provides
health care for a cat

I want to help the Foundation carry on its important work. Please find my TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATION.
n to:
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Z 1X2
Stony Plain, AB T7
Call (780) 963-4933

Box 12, Site 200, RR2 Stony Plain, AB T7Z 1X2

www.herveycats.com info@herveycats.com
Phone: 780-963-4933 Fax: 780-963-5921

C.R.A. # 899091128RR0001
Alberta Charitable # 3101541
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Please check this box if you require a tax receipt.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is
most appreciated!

Cheque(s) amount $

I
N
F
O

(Post dated cheques accepted)

amount $
amount $

(Charge my card this amount monthly)
(One time charge only)

Acct. #
Name on Card

Expiry
Signature

We are required by law to provide you with the following information: It costs us on average about $ 1,000.00 per newsletter to print & mail out this newsletter.
This amounts to approximately $ 1.50 per newsletter. Expected proceeds $2000.00.

